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ABSTRACT: Nowadays use of computer with internet becomes very popular technology but the use of this is
most susceptible to severe attack. It is key challenge for the user to protect their personal information and
resources from the attack. An intrusion detection system is the process for identifying attacks on network.
Intrusion detection system is categorized into two types: Anomaly based and misuse based detection. The
data mining techniques make feasible to observe the network to thwart it from the intruders such as K-means
and PSO etc. Different researcher works for the detection of intrusion on network. In this KDDCUP1999
dataset is used for the evolution for the performance of network. This paper presents literature of the
different approach developed by the author to prevent the network from serious threats such as: Denial of
services, remote to local (R2L), user to root (U2R) etc together with its merits and demerits.
Keywords: Anomaly, IDS, K-means, KDD dataset, Misuse, PSO, Threats
intrusion detection system are classified to Host based
I. INTRODUCTION
IDS and Network based IDS. In network based IDS the
individual packet flowing throughout the network are
The use of computer with internet rapidly increasing in
examined. The host based IDS analyzes the behavior on
present days but the use of computer network now
the single computer or host. The major shortcoming of
becomes more susceptible to various intruders. The
the misuse detection (signature detection) method is
principle of the Intrusion detection system (IDS) is to
that it cannot sense novel attacks and discrepancy of
thwart the computer system from attack. The IDS is the
known attacks. To evade these disadvantages we go for
most critical part of the security infrastructure for the
anomaly based detection methods. With this approach,
networks connected to the internet because diverse
known and fresh attacks can be detected. The difficulty
ways to compromise the stability and security of
is that it will produce more false alarms [1]. The
network. IDS can be classified into two types: Anomaly
intrusion detection technique based on unsupervised
and Misuse detection. Anomaly detection system
learning has a high detection rate but also a high False
generates a database of normal activities and any
positive rate.
deviations from the normal behavior are occurred
In Section II discuss related work for decreasing the
watchful is triggered regarding the occurrence of
energy consumption. The Section III discusses about
intrusions. Misuse Detection system stores the
the different routing techniques. Section IV describes
predefined attack patterns in the database if an
the proposed methodology and last section presents
analogous data and if analogous circumstances occur it
conclusion the paper.
is classified as attack. Based on the source of data the

Fig. 1. Misuse based detection systems.
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Fig. 2. Anomaly based detection system.
guess_passwd, imap, ip_sweep, land, load module,
A. KDDCUP’99 Dataset
multi-hop, neptune, nmap, normal, perl, phf, pod, port
The KDD Cup 1999 dataset has been used for the
sweep, root kit, satan, smurf, spy, teardrop, warez
evaluation of intrusion detection methods. The KDD
client, warez master. The datasets contain a total
Cup 1999 training dataset consists of approximately
number of 24 training attack types, with an additional
4,900,000 single connection vectors each of which
14 types in the test data only. These attacks can be
contains 41 features and is labeled as either normal or
divided into 4 groups [3]. The Table.1 shows the list of
an attack, with exactly one specific attack type [2].
attacks in group wise:
In KDD Cup 1999 dataset has the different types of
attacks:
back,
buffer_overflow,
ftp_write,
Table 1: List of attacks - group wise.
Testing
Dataset
DoS
R2L
U2R
Probe

Types of attack
back, land, Neptune, pod, smurf, teardrop
ftp_write, guess_passwd, imap, multihop, phf, spy warezclient,
Warezmaster
buffer_overflow, load module Perl, rootkit
IP_sweep, n_map, port_sweep, satan

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks: Deny justifiable
appeals to a system, e.g. flood, User-to-Root (U2R)
attacks: unauthorized access to local super user(root)
privileges, e.g. diverse buffer overflow attacks,
Remote-to-Local (R2L) attacks: unauthorized access
from a remote machine, e.g. guessing password, and
Probing: surveillance and other probing, e.g. port
scanning [4].

The sets are named as A, B, C, D, and E
correspondingly. The set ‘A’ attains data from DoS
class. The set ‘B’ attains data from U2R class. The set
‘C’ acquires data from R2L class. The set ‘D’ attains
data from Probe Class. The set ‘E’ attains data from
Normal class. The subsequent sets of data can be used
for training and testing the data from KDD Cup 1999
dataset.

Table 2: Training and Testing Data Set.
Dataset
DoS
R2L
U2R
Probe
Normal
Total

Training set
300
20
300
300
300
1220

The 41 featured dataset and concentrated featured
dataset for each class is used to sense the attacks in
KDD Cup 1999 dataset. The 41 features are listed in the
website [2]. For converting symbols into numerical
form, an integer code is assigned to each symbol. For
instance, in the case of protocol_type feature, 0 is
assigned to tcp, 1 to UDP, and 2 to the ICMP symbol
and so on.

Testing set
300
19
300
300
300
1219

Attack names are first mapped to one of the five
classes, ‘A’ for DoS, ‘B’ for U2R, ‘C’ for R2L, ‘D’ for
Probe and ‘E’ for Normal. Two features spanned over a
extremely large integer range, namely src_bytes [0, 1.3
billion] and dst_bytes [0, 1.3 billion]. Logarithmic
scaling (with base 10) is applied to these features to
diminish the range to [0.0, 9.14]. All other features are
Boolean, in the range [0.0, 1.0].
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Consequently scaling is not indispensable for these
attributes. 300 signals from DoS, R2L, Probe and
Normal class each and 20 signals from U2R class are
selected for training the network. Four dissimilar neural
networks are used for training the KDD Cup 1999 data.
The networks are typically trained to execute tasks such
as pattern recognition and decision-making. Table 2
corresponds to the training set. 300 signals from DoS,
R2L, Probe and Normal class each and 19 signals from
U2R class are selected for testing the network. Four
dissimilar neural networks are used for testing the KDD
Cup 1999 data. By testing the KDD Cup 1999 data, the
exactness of the each neural networks are measured.
The Table.2 corresponds to the testing set [5].
II. RELATED WORK
A new technique of combining swarm intelligence
(Simplified Swarm Optimization) and data mining
algorithm (Random Forest) for feature selection and
reduction. SSO is used to find more appropriate set of
attributes for classifying network intrusions, and
Random Forest is used as a classifier. In the
preprocessing step, we optimize the dimension of the
dataset by the proposed SSO-RF approach and find an
optimal set of features. SSO is an optimization method
that has a strong global search capability and is used
here for dimension optimization [6].
Two techniques C5.0 and artificial neural network
(ANN) are utilized with feature selection [7]. Feature
selection techniques will discard some irrelevant
features while C5.0 and ANN acts as a classifier to
classify the data in either normal type or one of the five
types of attack. KDD99 data set is used to train and test
the models; C5.0 model with numbers of features is
producing better results with all most 100% accuracy.
Performances were also verified in terms of data
partition size.
A technique which is divided into four steps: initial
step, k-means clustering is used to generate different
training subset then based on the obtained subset,
various neuro-fuzzy data model are trained [8].
Consequently, a vector for SVM classification is
obtained and in last, classification using radial SVM is
applied to detect the intrusion occurred or not. To
demonstrate the applicability and ability of the new
method, the result of KDD dataset is confirmed in
which it shows that the proposed methods produce
better result than the BP, multi-class SVM and other
approach such as decision tree etc.
Bharat et al., proposed a method for intrusion detection
using Particle Swarm Optimization with Genetic
Algorithm based feature selection and using Adaptive
Mutation for sluggish convergence of optimization
algorithm [9].
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The results thus obtained are around 92% that proves
the proposed method to be reasonably effective in
intrusion detection.
Vahid developed a hybrid method of C5.0 and SVM
and investigate and evaluate the performance of our
proposed method with DARPA dataset. The motivation
for using the hybrid approach is to improve the
accuracy of the intrusion detection system when
compared to using individual SVM and individual
SVM [10].
Hu introduced a new host-based anomaly intrusion
detection methodology using discontinuous system call
patterns, in an endeavor to increase detection rates
whilst plummeting false alarm rates [8]. The main idea
is to apply a semantic structure to kernel level system
calls in order to replicate inherent activities hidden in
high-level programming languages which can help
comprehend program anomaly behavior. Outstanding
results were demonstrated using a multiplicity of
decision engines evaluating the KDD98 and UNM data
sets and a new, modern data set. The ADFA Linux data
set was created as part of this research using a recent
operating system and contemporary hacking methods
and is now openly available. Additionally, the new
semantic method possesses an inherent flexibility to
mimicry attacks and demonstrated a high level of
portability between dissimilar operating system
versions.
The clustering method by using hybrid method based
on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Fuzzy
Adaptive Resonance Theory (FART) for classifying
diverse attacks. The PCA is concerned to random
selects the best provenance and reduction the feature
space. The FART is implementing which is used to
classifying dissimilarity in collection of data, regular
and irregular. The proposed method can improves the
high performance of the detection rate and to reduce the
false alarm rate and this is computed approach on the
benchmark data from KDD Cup 99 data set [19].
The method which is based on MAHALANOBIS
Distance characteristic ranking and an improved
comprehensive search to choose an improved
combination of features. They evaluated the approach
on the KDD CUP 1999 datasets using SVM classifier
and KNN classifier. The results showed that
classification is done with high classification rate and
low misclassification rate with the reduced feature
subsets [20].
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III. OVERVIEW OF INTRUSION DETECTION
TECHNIQUES
There are different data mining techniques used for
Intrusion detection. In this section we are describing
general idea of these techniques:
A. K-means Clustering
K-means clustering [12] is one of the simplest
unsupervised clustering algorithms. The algorithm takes
input parameter „k
k cluster so that the intra-cluster similarity is high and
inter-cluster similarity is low. “K
number given in advance. K means clustering takes less
time as compared to the hierarchical clustering and
yields better results.
With the help of clustering training dataset is clustered
into 5 dataset wherein 4 dataset will be a type of
intrusion called attack dataset and one with normal data
type called normal dataset. Here are the four steps of
the clustering algorithms:
1. Define the number of clusters K.
2. Initialize the K-cluster centroids. This can be done
by randomly dividing all objects into K clusters,
computing their centroids, and authenticating that
all centroids are diverse from each other.
Otherwise, the centroids can be initialized to K
arbitrarily preferred, diverse objects.
3. Iterate over all objects and calculate the distances
to the centroids of all clusters. Allot each object to
the cluster with the adjoining centroid.
4. Recalculate the centroids of both customized
clusters.
5. Reiterate step 3 until the centroids do not change
any more.
A distance function is obligatory in order to calculate
the distance (i.e. similarity) among two objects. The
regularly used distance function is the Euclidean one
which is defined as:
( , )=

(

−

)

Where x = (x1 . . . xm) and y = (y1…ym) are two input
vectors with m quantitative features. In the Euclidean
distance function, all features contribute equally to the
function value. However, since different features are
usually measured with different metrics or at different
scales, they must be normalized before applying the
distance function.
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B. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) are search algorithms based
on the principles of natural selection and genetics. The
aim of development of GAs is developing a system as
robust and as adaptable to the environment as the
natural systems [13].
Genetic algorithms are search procedures often used for
optimization problems. In this algorithm an initial
population of chromosomes is generated randomly
where each chromosome represents a possible solution
to the problem (a set of parameters). From each
chromosome different positions are encoded as,
characters, bits or no.s. These positions could be known
as genes. Goodness of each chromosome calculated by
evaluation function, according to the desired solution;
this function is known as “Fitness Function” [14]. It
holds three phases after calculating fitness function i.e.
selection, crossover, and mutation. In selection it selects
most optimal solution of a problem calculated by using
fitness function. The selected chromosomes are called
parents. After selection phase crossover phase comes in
which characteristics of different parent chromosomes
exchange and they produce offspring, there are various
methods for crossover, for example N point crossover,
uniform crossover etc. Mutation involves flipping of
one or more bits of chromosomes and then evaluated
using some fitness criteria. After termination
chromosomes having the highest fitness function called
the best solution of the problem. Mutation maintains
diversity in the population. Genetic algorithm from
other algorithm because it implemented at machine
code level, it is fast to detect in real time. Some of its
good properties, e.g. robust to noise, no gradient
information is needed to find global optimal or suboptimal solution, self-learning capabilities made it best
approach.
C. Principle Components Analysis
It is well known that principal component analysis
(PCA) is an essential technique in data compression and
feature extraction [15], and it has been also applied to
the field of ID. It is well known that PCA has been
widely used in data compression and feature selection.
Feature selection refers to a process whereby a data
space is transformed into a feature space, which has a
reduced dimension. Some basic knowledge of PCA is
briefly described in the next. Assume that {xt} where t
= 1, 2 . . . , N are stochastic n dimensional input data
records with mean (μ). It is defined by the following
Equation:
=

∑

(1)
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The covariance matrix of xt is defined by
= ∑

(

− ). (

− )

(2)

PCA solves the following Eigen value problem of
covariance matrix C:
=

(3)

Where λ (i = 1, 2... n) are the Eigen values and vi (i =
1, 2, ..., n) are the corresponding eigenvectors. To
represent data records with low dimensional vectors, we
only need to compute the m eigenvectors (called
principal directions) corresponding to those m largest
Eigen values (m < n). It is well known that the variance
of the projections of the input data onto the principal
direction is greater than that of any other directions. Let
∅=[ ,
Then

……

],

=

[

,

……

] (4)

CΦ = Φ
(5)
The parameter v denotes to the approximation precision
of the m largest eigenvectors so that the following
relation holds.
∑
∑

≥

(6)

Based on (5) and (6) the number of eigenvectors can be
selected and given a precision parameter v, the low
dimensional feature vector of a new input data x is
determined by
=
(7)
( )=

×

( − 1) +

×

(

( )=

−

D. Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine is one of the most
successful classification algorithms in the data mining
area.SVM uses a high dimension space to find a hyperplane to perform binary classification.SVM approach is
a classification technique based on Statistical Learning
Theory (SLT). It is based on the idea of hyper plane
classifier. The goal of SVM is to find a linear optimal
hyper plane so that the margin of separation between
the two classes is maximized. The SVM uses a portion
of the data to train the system. It finds numerous
support vectors that correspond to the training data.
These support vectors will form a SVM model.
According to this model, the SVM will categorize a
given unknown dataset into target classes [16].
E. Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population
based stochastic optimization technique developed by
Kennedy and Eberhart [17], inspired by social behavior
such as bird flocking or fish schooling. A high-level
view of PSO is a collaborative population based search
model. Individuals in the population are called
particles, representing potential solutions. The
performance of the particles is evaluated by a problemdependent fitness. These particles move around in a
multidimensional searching space. They move toward
the best solution (global optimum) by adjusting their
position and velocity according to their own experience
(local search) or the experience of their neighbors
(global search), as shown in Equation 7. In a sense,
PSO combines local search and global search to balance
exploitation and exploration.

( − 1) +

( − 1) +

where i = 1; 2; : : : ;N, population size N; vi(t)
represents the velocity of particle i, which implies a
distance traveled by i in generation t; xi(t) represents
the position of i in generation t; p represents the
previous best position of i; p represents the previous
best position of the whole swarm; w is the inertia
weight which balances the local and global searching
pressure;c1 and c2 are positive constant acceleration
coefficients which control the maximum step size of the
particle; r1 and r2 are random number in the interval
[0,1], and introduce randomness for exploitation.
PSO has shown good performance in solving numeric
problems. In the perspective of intrusion detection, PSO
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×

( )

(

−

(7b)

( − 1)

(7a)

algorithms have been used to learn classification rules.
Chen et al: [18] demonstrated a “divide-and-conquer”
approach to incrementally learning a categorization rule
set using a ordinary PSO algorithm. This algorithm
starts with a full training set. One run of the PSO is
expected to fabricate the best classifier which is added
to the rule set. In the meantime, data covered by this
classifier are deleted from the training dataset. This
development is continued until the training dataset is
empty. Table 3 shows the merits and demerits of the
discussed method for the detection of intrusion is
illustrated below.
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Table 3: Merits and demerits of different IDS methods.
Methods

Merits

Demerits

1. Very effective at detecting known
threats
2. Fast processing time
1. High detection rate
2. Reduces the complexity

1. Training process needs more time
2. It is not able to detect group features

Principle component
Analysis

1. High detection rate
2. Low false alarm rate

1. It requires extensive training time
2. Low performance

Support Vector Machine

1. It gives better visibility of behavior of
each
2. Highly accurate
1. Detection rate is higher
2. Speed of convergence is higher

1. Difficult to train system for dynamic
2. It takes more training time

K-Means Clustering

Genetic algorithm (GA)

Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO)

1. It does not work with global cluster
2. Low false positive rate

1. Degeneracy
2. Cluster dependence

Table 4: KDD Cup 99 Dataset 41 Features.
S. No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Attributes
Name
Duration
protocol_type
service
flag
src_bytes
dst_bytes
land
wrong_fragment
urgent
hot
num_failed_logins
logged_in
num_compromised
root_shell

15
16
17
18
19

su_attempted
num_root
num_file_creations
num_shells
num_access_files

36
37
38
39
40

20

num_outbound_
cmds
is_guest_login

41

S. No.

21
CONCLUSION

The transmission of personal information or sharing of
resources over the network becomes very critical task
for the users because the information or resources are
trapped by different intruders. For the detection of
intruders there are many system and methods has been
developed and proposed.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Attributes Name
Count
srv_count
serror_rate
srv_serror_rate
rerror_rate
srv_rerror_rate
same_srv_rate
diff_srv_rate
srv_diff_host_rate
dst_host_count
dst_host_srv_count
dst_host_same_srv_ rate
dst_host_diff_srv_rate
dst_host_same_src_
port_rate
dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate
dst_host_serror_rate
dst_host_srv_serror_rate
dst_host_rerror_rate
dst_host_srv_rerror_
rate
Count

In this paper we present the survey of literature of
different approaches implemented and different
methods with their merits and demerits is described. In
this some methods improves the performance and able
to detect the intrusion. In future work, develop an
algorithm which requires less training time and efficient
to detect the intruders.
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